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3.3.2) Power: 10 watts or less Power supply: External DC Power supply (See section .3.4) Memory: 4 megabytes (MB) or less (RAM) Memory: 4 GB or more (RAM) Maximum file size (including folder): 5 MB or less Maximum file size (including folder): 5 GB or more Maximum memory size: 1 GB or less Maximum memory size: 1 GB or more Maximum disk size (including folder): 1 GB or less
Maximum disk size (including folder): 1 GB or more Maximum number of connections: 20 Maximum number of connections: 20 Maximum number of clients: 10 Maximum number of clients: 10 Data transfer rates: 3 megabits per second (Mbps) or less (Usable network rate) Data transfer rates: 3 Mbps or more (Usable network rate) ![](13026_2020_1043_Figeb_HTML){#MO13} Note that the
*Maximum number of clients* is determined by the maximum number of connected users. If you want to ensure that no one user can exceed the limit, it would be good to ensure that your limit is higher than your maximum number of users. As for the rest of the requirements, we will review them one by one. A1: Language (Language) Language: A language that supports not only input/output but also
programming and data exchange. (i.e. Language: English) Language: A language that supports input/output only (i.e. Language: Japanese) Language: A language that supports not only input/output but also programming and data exchange (i.e. Language: English) A2: Operating system (Operating System) Operating system: Linux, FreeBSD, or BSD. (i.e. Operating system: Linux) Operating system:
Microsoft Windows. (i.e. Operating system: Microsoft Windows) Operating system: Microsoft Windows. (i.e. Operating system: Microsoft Windows) A3: Free hard disk space (Hard Disk Space) Hard disk space: 100 MB or more Hard disk space: 100 GB or more Hard disk space: 100 MB or more A4: The language that is used in file input/output (File Input/Output) File input/output: The file system
of the Windows OS, which 82157476af
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